
Microsoft Security Tailored to  
Your Organization

Modern security demands comprehensive solutions—and 

consolidating on a unified toolset often produces security 

that’s more effective than the sum of its parts. Many 

organizations are turning to Microsoft Security for this very 

reason. The strategy is proven, but the execution can be 

complicated. 

With Microsoft Security, you can realize significant cost 

savings—up to 60% savings over a typical multi-vendor 

solution—and reduce operational overhead without 

sacrificing security. But does your team have the time and 

expertise to deploy all of those tools quickly and effectively? 

Do they have the experience to configure them for optimal 

coverage? Do they have the experience to operationalize 

them to retire legacy controls safely and effectively and 

speed time-to-value?

That’s where Ontinue Consulting comes in.

Holistic Guidance and Support

Ontinue Consulting offers you end-to-end Microsoft 

Security expertise. From strategy and design, to 

implementation and deployment, to enablement and tuning, 

our consultants bring value across the entire lifecycle. 

Wherever you are on your Microsoft journey, Ontinue 

Consulting can help.  

How We Help Our Customers

Microsoft Security Strategy
For organizations considering or just beginning the process 

of consolidating onto Microsoft’s security solutions but 

aren’t sure where to start, Ontinue Consulting can help. The 

Ontinue Consulting team of experts will help you evaluate 

your environment and compare your existing tools against 

the Microsoft products for both security, ROI, and TCO. We 

use this information to help define your goals and create 

an actionable roadmap to get you up and running quickly. 

Our team is also available to provide hands-on support as 

needed to deploy and tune your Microsoft Security tools.

Ontinue Consulting
Microsoft Security Expertise, from Design to Delivery to Day-to-Day

Put Our Consultants’ Expertise 
to Work for You
Hundreds of combined years of security and  
IT experience
Microsoft MVPs in Security
Global team with coverage in Europe, Asia  
and North America 
Extensive Microsoft  Certifications including:

• Cybersecurity Architect Expert (SC-100)

• Security Operations Analyst Associate (SC-200)

• Azure Security Engineer Associate (AZ-500)

• Identity and Access Administrator Associate 

(SC-300)

• Information Protection Administrator Associate 

(SC-400)

• Azure Network Engineer Associate (AZ-700)

Microsoft Security Deployment
For customers who’ve already begun their Microsoft 

Security adoption journey but need help deploying and 

configuring specific tools quickly, Ontinue Consulting’s 

delivery team can help. From full deployment of Microsoft 

Sentinel and adding custom connectors, to full deployment 

of Microsoft Defender for Endpoint and expanding 

the deployment to new workstations or servers, our 

experienced consultants will ensure you’re getting the most 

out of your Microsoft tools.

Microsoft Security Enrichment
For existing Ontinue customers looking to extend their 

Microsoft capabilities, Ontinue Consulting’s enrichment 

services provide guidance to organizations that want 

to expand their tools, add additional devices to existing 

services, or deploy more advanced SOAR capabilities and 

customize Sentinel. We even help customers consolidate 

more of their environment on Microsoft Security. In every 

case, our years of experience and broad Microsoft expertise 

allow us to tailor your security tools to your organization’s 

needs.



Where are you on your Microsoft Security Journey?

Ontinue ION is AI-powered MXDR that accelerates mean time to resolve and lowers security total cost of ownership while driving 
smarter proactive prevention for Microsoft Security customers. Only ION localizes managed protection to your environment 
using proprietary AI and dedicated Cyber Advisors and streamlines daily SecOps collaboration using Microsoft Teams.
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Ready to Get Started?
For more details, speak to your Ontinue Sales representative,

or visit www.ontinue.com.

CONTACT US

About Ontinue Consulting

Ontinue Consulting brings end-to-end Microsoft Security expertise, from strategy and design, to implementation and 

deployment, to enablement and tuning. Our consultants deliver value, reduce operational burden, and harden security across 

the entire security lifecycle.

Our global team has local experts in North America, Europe, and Asia, with hundreds of combined years of experience, multiple 

Microsoft MVPs in Security, and countless successful engagements under their belts. Whether you’re just embarking on your 

Microsoft Security journey or you need expert assistance fine-tuning your existing tools, Ontinue Consulting can operationalize 

Microsoft Security for your organization.

https://www.ontinue.com/contact-us/http://

